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VALUE CREATION IN THE HOUSE OF CULTURE – VALUES FOR CLIENTS,
CONSTRUCTION PROFESSIONALS AND USERS
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ABSTRACT

A municipality has an obligation to its citizens to manage and carry out political decisions.
The challenge is often not only to conduct a successful project in terms of productivity
and efficiency and thus not exceed a budget appropriation, but also to follow the policy
and improve stakeholder values in the built environment. The purpose of this paper is to
study how client’s intentions have been achieved and what kind of stakeholder values
have been created in a public cultural construction project. A literature review has been
accomplished discussing the briefing process and how stakeholder values can be
identified and analysed. Two perspectives have been discussed, economic value in terms
of efficiency and effectiveness and social value in terms of building performance. From a
case study of a construction project, the House of Culture, the clients’ development and
formulation of requirements, needs and desires in the briefing process have been
analyzed. Data have been collected by interviews with stakeholders and by using
secondary data (primarily the written brief). The results from the study show that the
client’s intention of creating a meeting place and a cultural house with different cultural
activities such as a library, concert halls and an art hall for all kinds of people living in the
community have been achieved based on the client’s ability to develop a solution of how
to combined different cultural activities; manage political rules; develop real and viable
project goals and develop a written strategic brief with an overall vision and goals for the
building and the building’s performance. Shared goals regarding costs and time have led
to a successful project and trust has been built between the client, designer and
contractor in the project. End-users’ values have been created when estimating building
performance, such as social change, job opportunities, development of organisational and
business activities, multitude of cultural activities in one building and social values related
to form (easily accessible, beautiful, comfortable, safe) and place (for everybody).
However, there are still questions to be answered about the client’s intentions for the
building. End-users’ estimation of functionality and technical solutions and how these
activities have been developed, the evaluation of cultural and building assets, and if the
building and its performance can be valued as a symbol for the city and cultural hub for
the region, are issues for further research.

1. INTRODUCTION

Everything that is built, during the building process and after, creates value in one sense
or another by and for humans, organizations, companies and society. In this paper value
creation is seen as a development process when resources, tangible as well as intangible,
are used in value adding activities. In the early phase of the construction process, and
specific in the briefing process, the client’s intentions for the project and the building are
defined (Barrett and Stanley, 1999; Ryd, 2003). The questions investigated in this paper
are how the client’s intentions have been achieve and what kind of stakeholder values
they are creating.

Based on a case study the clients’ development and formulation of requirements, needs
and desires in the briefing process are investigated. The requirements formulated in the
written brief, stakeholder values developed in the construction process and stakeholders
evaluation of the building performance are analyzed.

In the next section, the briefing process and the development of client and end-user
requirements in cultural construction projects are discussed. In the following two sections
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two perspectives are discussed when identifying and analysing stakeholder values. The
first one is by discussing economic value and economic performance measures in terms
of efficiency and effectiveness measuring the performance of the process and the product
on a company and organisational level (Porter, 1994; Flanagan, 2007). Measures for
efficiency are usually based on the use of human, financial and material resources in the
construction project. Measures for effectiveness are in common based on analyses of
companies’ competitiveness and the market value of the building (product) and its
performance. The second perspective is by discussing social value and building
performance (Preiser and Vischer, 2005). The third section will present the case study of
the House of Culture. Finally, the results from the study are summarised and discussed.

2. STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW

In this section the briefing process, where clients and end-users requirements are
developed, will first be discussed followed by a discussion of stakeholder values of a
cultural construction project.

2.1 The briefing process and its value creation

Briefing enables the communication of the end-users needs and desires to the
construction professionals. The briefing process could be seen as a process in which
balanced and ongoing synergies can be created between the construction sectors’
production demands and the clients’ and end-users’ operational demands (Spencer and
Winch, 2002). The briefing process can thus be defined as “a dialogue between the client
and the construction professionals, normally carried out by the architect, where the
client’s aspirations, desires and needs are captured and presented in a written form called
the ‘brief’ (Boyd and Chinyio, 2006:11).

The briefing process can also be seen as an integrated process of the building process
starting in the early phase of the building process (Boyd and Chinyio, 2006). An
integrated briefing process should according to Blyth and Worthington (2001), Barrett
and Stanley (1999) and Ryd (2003) address the requirements of the client by capturing,
interpreting, confirming, and communicating relevant data and issues to the design and
construction team during the building process.

Managing the citizens’ needs and desires, the public client has to take decisions about the
citizens’ opinions of how the municipality should invest the tax money and what kind of
activities that are going to be performed in a new public building. Building a house of
culture has been a popular investment for Swedish municipalities during the last years
(SKL, 2008). A new trend in the construction of these buildings is that the design and
production phases include the development of different spaces and functionalities for
different cultural activities, i.e. for example a concert hall is combined with a library and
an art gallery in the same building complex. The construction of a house of culture
combined with the client’s vision and goals and end-users needs and desires creates a
complex building project. A cultural construction project is an unique construction project
for the public client. Famous theatre buildings, opera houses, concert halls have in
general long life cycles. Today many cities have or are planning to build new opera
houses and theatres. The technology development in light, sound and new art
performances are putting pressure on new halls. Even traditional art performances such
as classical music performed by symphonic orchestras can today be experienced in halls
created with specific acoustic solutions. The challenge for the public client, when deciding
to start a cultural construction project, is nearly superior. However, many municipalities
discuss how the investments of these buildings are creating other values than economic
to the client, construction professional and end-users.

Public buildings for art performance and sports events and other public buildings are
when they are described as icon or monumental buildings in their cities, adding both an
economic and a social value to the city and its citizens. Icon buildings are symbolizing
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urban revival as well as they are creating a brand mark to the city or country (Jencks,
2005). According to Bröchner (2009:21) monumental buildings, landmarks or icon
buildings signal innate qualities of cities, devised to attract temporary visitors or more
permanent settling of firms and individuals. Buildings for sports venues are for example
creating a social value to their users that is to the football team and the audience. When
the sport arena also is useably for other events than sports, for example a conference,
the building is used for multiple activities with possibilities to give back both an economic
and a social value to its stakeholders. The example that everybody mention is the case of
the Sidney Opera. The Sidney Opera has created both a symbolic value to the city and its
citizens and an economic value to its occupying organisations. Another example is the
“Bilbao effect” (Anon, 2007) which describes how architects have created brand marks
and how urban revival has been driven in the community. Saxon (2005) argues that the
design of the building should include technical and functional solutions supporting the
activities performed in the building when creating stakeholder values. Thus, the clients’
requirements are both related to stakeholders’ economic and social values.

Short et al. (2007) argue that the design and construction of arts buildings have been
considered to be both very different to other building types and uniquely complex due to
exacting technical demands and the accommodation of the various and sometimes
conflicting needs of the many stakeholders. Clients in the performing arts sector tend to
be highly focused on the delivery of their original vision. Designing and delivering
buildings for arts clients appears also to require additional commitment from construction
professionals. Giving form to a coherent “artistic vision” and translating the “vision” into a
building design is thus a cumbersome matter. Dynamic tools and technologies are
required to achieve the journey from an emerging and dynamic vision to a built artefact,
which is sufficiently uncompromised to deliver that vision (Short et al., 2007).

Is there a need for the client in the briefing process to have a strategic perspective on
stakeholders’ different aims and goals, when identifying stakeholder values in a cultural
construction project? The briefing process can be divided into two stages (Green and
Simister (1999). The first is referred to as strategic briefing and is concerned with
understanding the client's business processes. The second stage comprises the
conceptualization of built solutions and issues of performance specification. According to
Ryd and Fristedt (2007) all the players in the strategic part of the briefing process are
responsible for adopting the operation’s overall goals, developing them and realising
them in the best possible way in the individual project. This process also involves the
identification of the different stakeholders’ aims and goals (Lindahl and Ryd, 2007).

How are stakeholders’ aims and goals related to the formulation of client’s requirements
and to their values related to the business concept? Saxon (2005) defines value as it is
what you give in relation to what you get and it is personal and not an objective fact.
Stakeholder values of the project and their evaluation of the building performance are
different due to their specific organizational belonging, their position in society and their
personnel interests. To understand, define and evaluate stakeholder values in the briefing
process, one way is to identify stakeholders and their views on the project, expressed in
the form of their values (Ryd, 2008). The value the project is to achieve is with this
perspective defined according to the project goals with the help of project specific
criteria. The projects value contribution can be evaluated in relation to the benefits from
the quality of the product (Figure 1).

Stakeholder values can thus be described in relation to the construction project and in
terms of the stakeholders’ evaluation of the building performance. In the following
section stakeholders economic and social values will be discussed.
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Figure 1. To understand, define and evaluate requirements in the brief (Ryd, 2008 after
Saxon, 2005).

2.2 Stakeholders economic values

The building project is creating economic value directly to the actors putting resources in
the building project. This perspective is based on the input-throughput-output
perspective of economic growth theories meaning that an input of different resources are
used and developed in a context that affects the use of resources, leading to an output in
terms of economic profit (Coase, 1937/1998). Within the field of construction economics
Bon (2001) explains the building process as an economic process with an input-output
perspective.

The performance within the construction industry is according to Flanagan et al. (2007)
generally discussed in terms of productivity. Various productivity measurements, i.e.
labour productivity, capital productivity or total factor productivity, have captured the
cornerstone of research on achieving excellence in the construction industry. Productivity
is generally seen as a measure of effectiveness. Flanagan et al. (2007) discusses how
construction researchers have recommended a shift from looking just at productivity to
the wider concept of competitiveness. Competitiveness can be seen as a measure of
companies’ efficiency. That is how well the companies are doing the right thing by
meeting customers’ needs. Hill (1993) has developed the concept of qualifiers and order
winning activities. In the construction industry one could argue that design and the
development of specific functional solutions could be seen as qualifying and order winning
criteria when they correspond to customers’ demands.

On the construction project level the competitiveness refers to a contractor’s capacity to
compete for a project (Flanagan et al. 2007). It enables a contractor first to win the
contract and secondly to undertake the project successfully. Clearly, competitiveness for
a project stems from the competitive advantage possessed by a firm. Competitiveness for
a project varies according to project attributes such as type, size, and so on.
Competitiveness for a project also depends on the competitive strategy a contractor
adopted to compete for that given project according to Flanagan et al. (2007).

2.3 Stakeholders social values

The public client, when investing in a public cultural construction, may have an interest in
developing the municipality and the region by creating economic values in terms of
increased population and new taxpayers but also in terms of creating social values to
citizens.
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Another perspective on identifying stakeholder values in the briefing process is when
having a focus on the characteristics of the resources and the development of knowledge
and immaterial resources. The resource-based view or the core competence approach
(e.g. Penrose, 1959; Hamel and Prahalad, 1994) and the uniqueness of the resources
(Grant, 1991) have lead to a discussion about the dynamics of organizational capabilities
determine the success of a company (Dosi et al., 2008).

In the briefing process one could argue that organizational capabilities are a combination
of resources and activities developing ideas, planning for space, shaping design,
architectural forms and innovative functional solutions. The quality of a building for
cultural activities in terms of design, architectural forms and functional solutions should
thus create social values to clients and end-users.

Building performance measures and indicators can be categorized in hard and soft
measures (Preiser, 1983) and used when identifying stakeholders’ social values. The
method Building Performance Evaluation (BPE) is based on systematic feedback and
evaluation during every phase of building delivery, ranging from strategic planning to
occupancy, throughout the building’s life cycle (Preiser and Vischer, 2005). Client needs
and goals that arise out of end-users’ interaction with a range of settings in the built
environment are redefined as performance levels. As a consequence, BPE systematically
compares the actual performance of buildings, places, and systems to explicitly evaluate
expected performances as it relates to pre-determined criteria. Criteria for briefing,
designing, and building new environments should be based on the evaluation of existing
ones; however, these assessments are seldom done according to Preiser and Vischer
(2005).

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND THE CASE – THE HOUSE OF CULTURE

The research methodology is based on the arguments of Yin (1994) that a case study
with one or more cases and with different methods for data collection can be theorized
and generalised. The case House of Culture is selected by its special functional design
and conditions of combining different cultural activities involving art professionals with
different goals. Previous studies (for example Short et al., 2007) have discussed how arts
clients require additional commitment from construction professionals. Building a house
of culture is in this sense an interesting cultural construction project to study. The
experience made by the public client, the construction professionals and the end-users
may give new insights to the briefing process and how to identify stakeholder values in
the construction projects earlier phases.

3.1 Research design and data collection

Data has been collected from a construction project, the House of Culture, based on semi
structured interviews, project reports, the written brief, functional and technical
documents and a survey to visitors of the building (Appendix A). The research design is
based on an analytical research perspective where data first is described and then
analysed by categorising the data and exploring the actors and their relations and the
activities performed in the early part of the building process (Miles and Huberman, 1994).
In this study the interviewed respondents evaluation of their contribution in the first part
of the briefing process (actors that have participated in the project) and to the building
performance have been analysed. A survey has been accomplished by visitors of the
building. 449 surveys have been collected during seven different occasions and places in
the building. In this paper one question has been analysed: the open question regarding
visitor’s opinion about the building.
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3.2 Building a House of Culture

The House of Culture was built in a small town in northern Sweden by the municipal and
opened in January 2007. The public client, the municipal, was the investor and developer
of the project and is today also the owner and the facility manager of the building. The
facts about the project are presented in Table 1. The House of Culture has two concert
halls, a public library and an art hall. These three cultural activities are also managed by
the municipality.

Table 1. Facts about the case – the House of Culture

Case description House of Culture

Building period 2004-2006

Opening date 13 January 2007

Architects Tirsén & Aili Arkitekter

Total area 14 000 m2

Construction cost 370 MSEK (33 Million Euro)

Public Library 3 400 m2

Concert Hall A 950 m2, 1000 places for audience

Concert Hall B 300 m2, 300 places for audience (450 standing)

Art Hall 500 m2 exhibition area

Conference rooms 7 rooms with places for 2-80 people

Other facilities Tourist information office, Restaurant, Café, Reception, Local
music ensemble, Administration, Parking area

The construction project was initiated by the public client starting in October 2003. In
Appendix B the activities in the construction project are presented in chronological order
including activities related to the briefing process.

3.3 The strategic brief

The briefing process started earlier involving several actors lead by the public client, i.e.
by a project group consisting of people from the municipality with different roles related
to the client’s responsibilities.

Activities performed in the early briefing process, resulting in the development of the
client’s requirements in the written strategic brief, are firstly the rejection of the first
feasibility study and the development of a new solution in the second feasibility study of
the cultural construction project; the one including different cultural activities in one
building presented in the second feasibility study. The key to carry out the political
decision was the idea of combining different cultural activities in one building. This is an
activity leading to the overall formulation of goals and aims with the building performance
in accordance with the arguments of Ryd and Fristedt (2007).

After that, the politicians’ management of political rules and the development of the
project directive regarding costs and time have been important for creating common
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project goals for the actors in the construction project. The time schedule was also crucial
to the client due to the political decision and an experience that a political decision easily
can be withdrawn if the project has not been started or if the project is delayed. These
activities are related to the projects performance in terms of effectiveness and according
to Flanagan et al. (2007) measuring the performance of the project and delivering
economic value to the stakeholders of the project.

The formulations of the stakeholders different requirements in the written brief were
based on the second feasibility study and the requirements formulated in the project
directive. This is an important part of the strategic brief when communicating the
operations overall goals according to Ryd and Fristedt (2007). In accordance with Lindahl
and Ryd (2007) the written strategic brief is also involving the identification of the
different stakeholders’ aims and goals.

In the programme the client has specified the criteria’s for participating in the
architectural competition and winning the competition by formulating end-users needs
and desires. These are the requirements the designer has to develop and visualize. These
activities can be described as qualifiers and order winning activities in accordance with
Hill (1993).

Finally, the clients procurements decisions including the rules for how the development of
the technical and operational documents should be performed and by whom. The choice
of the procurement decision need to be deeper investigated when analysing the
integrated briefing process (Blyth and Worthington, 2001; Barrett and Stanley, 1999;
Ryd, 2003) and stakeholder values developed during the building process. In Table 2 the
above discussed activities are summarized.

Table 2. Activities in the briefing process related to the strategic brief.

The feasibility study 2002 and 2003
a. the rejection of the first proposal consisting of private and public investor of the

construction project
b. the development of the second proposal of combining different cultural activities in one

building

The political decisions 2003
a. the political agreement of building a new house for the existing public library, the public art

gallery and a new concert hall
b. the political initiatives of starting the construction project

The development of the project directives with requirement regarding
a. cost
b. time
c. responsibilities

The development of the strategic brief
a. overall vision and goals with the building and building performance
b. end-users functional requirements, needs and desires
c. qualifying criteria for participating in the architectural competition
d. order-winning criteria’s for the architect

The client’s procurement decision
a. Design-bid-build based on a architectural competition
b. The architects creating a design team with the client planning the building processes
c. The contractors building the house
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Table 3. Stakeholder values of building a House of Culture.

Stakeholders of
the House of
Culture

Client requirements,
needs and desires related
to different stakeholders

Stakeholder values
(first analyses)
Construction project

Stakeholder values
(first analyses)
Building performance

Client-
Municipality
Investor
Initiator/Developer
Building owner
Construction client
Facility manager

*Symbol for city
*Future believes
*Combination of different
activities
*Meeting place
*Functionality
*Flexibility for new activities

*Project costs according
to budget
*Building delivered on
time
*Trust with contractor
and architect (Cmc, Chp,
Cpl, Ccm)

End-users
Citizens

Visitors

Municipal  and
cultural
organisations

Commercial
organisations

Public opinion

The House of Culture should
be
*a house for everybody
*an asset for the citizens
* a cultural hub for the region

* The concert hall should offer
comprehensive and range of
varying high quality music
*The library should focus the
visitor, create a meeting
place, feel open, light and
“give the hole picture”, etc…
and be assessable to
everybody.
*The art hall should have a
generous entrance etc…

*Specific functional
requirements to the concert
hall, library, art hall, parking
area and area for development
and expansion in future

*Parking area important to the
development of commercial
business in city

*Concert hall

*Vacant job, job
opportunities in
construction (BI)

*Development of
organisational
activities
(Ccm, Elm,
Echm, Eam)

*Social change
regarding attitudes
to culture (Cmc)

*Increased number of
visitors to all activities
(library, art hall and
concert performances)
(Ecm)
* easily accessible,
meeting area for
everybody, multitude in
cultural activities,
beautiful, comfort,
safety (Evi)

*Responsibility for
activities in the House
of Culture (Ccm)
*Increased and new
cultural events (Echm)
*One expansion area
developed (Chp)
*Development of
business activities
(Ebm)

*Increased trade and
tourism in municipality
(Ebm, Etm)

*New desires (Epo)
(Opera) (Evi)

Contractor *Production costs
*Time

*Economic profit – winner
of the bid to build (COm)

*New contractor for
another cultural
construction project
(Cop)
*Building trust with
designer and client
(Com)

Designer *Architectural and building
qualities
*Functional and technical
solutions between space/room
and
activities creating synergies by
flexibility, communication and
corporations between
activities
*Viable, construction costs
and operating costs
*Possibilities for expansion

*Economic profit – winner
of the architectural
competition (DA)

*New projects build on
trust with client (DA)

Supplier *The start of the cultural
construction project
affected other private
clients to start new
construction projects (BI)
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3.4 Stakeholder requirements, needs, desires and values

The activities performed in the briefing process have resulted in the development of the
client’s requirements. In Table 3 the stakeholders and their requirements, needs and
desires are categorised from the strategic brief. The results from analysing the interviews
(preliminary), also presented in Table 3, have generated a summary of stakeholder
values in the construction project and stakeholder values estimated from the building
performance.

4. RESEARCH RESULTS AND INDUSTRIAL IMPACT

In this section the research results and their impact for the construction industry are
presented regarding the research questions:

· How have the client’s intentions been achieved when building a House of Culture?
· What kind of stakeholder values have been created?

Table 4. Requirements and stakeholder values.

Requirements in strategic brief Stakeholder values

· The construction project
o Production costs
o Time
o Quality regarding

architectural and building
qualities, functionality and
technical solutions in
space and room,
expansion

· Clients
o Costs according to budget,

delivered on time
o Trusts build to designer and

contractor
· Contractor, Designer and Supplier

o Economic profit and new projects
o Trust between client and

designer; client and contractor;
contractor and designer

o New projects

· The building
o A symbol for the city

creating future believes
o A meeting place for people
o A functional place for

performing cultural
activities

· The building performance
o A house for everybody
o An asset for the citizens
o A cultural hub for the

region

· End-users
o Social change regarding attitudes
o Job opportunities
o Development of organisational

and business activities
o Multitude of cultural activities in

one building
o Social values related to form

(easily accessible, beautiful,
comfort, safety) and place
(meeting place for everybody)
(see Table 3)

4.1 Quantification of results

The client’s intention of creating an easily accessible meeting place and a cultural house
for all kinds of people living in the community has been achieved by the ability to:

· Find a new solution of combining different cultural activities in one building
· Manage political rules
· Develop real and viable project goals regarding cost, time and quality
· Develop the brief with a strategic perspective with an overall vision and goal for

the building and the building performance
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· Decide how the technical and operational documents should be developed by a
design-bid-build procurement.

Different stakeholder values have been created during the construction project and by
the building and building performance in accordance with requirements in the strategic
brief (see Table 4).

4.2 Implementation and exploitation

The results have been implemented to stakeholders of the project during a workshop.
The results from the workshop have been documented and will be presented in a
forthcoming study. The aim is that the result from the studies in the research project is
giving increased insights into the types of evaluations needed to ensure that cultural
construction projects are planned, designed, and produced to fit the particular needs they
are meant to support. The results will be adaptable to most municipalities and
construction companies.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Economic and social stakeholder values have been created during the construction
project, by the building and its performance in accordance with requirements in the
strategic brief. The development and formulation of client’s requirements have been
crucial for the result of the project. Shared goals regarding costs and time have lead to a
successful project and trust has been build between the client, designer and contractor
(builder) in the project. The client’s intention of creating a meeting place and a cultural
house for all kinds of people have been achieved by the client’s capability by combining
different cultural activities; manage political rules; develop real and viable project goals
and developing a written strategic brief with an overall vision and goal for the building
and the building performance. End-users values have been created when estimating the
building performance, such as social change, job opportunities, development of
organisational and business activities, multitude of cultural activities in one building and
social values related to form (easily accessible, beautiful, comfort, safety) and place (for
everybody) However, there are still questions for further research a) how the end-user
estimates the value of the buildings functionality and technical solutions and how these
activities have been developed; b) how the building has become an asset for the client
and c) how it can be valued as symbol and a cultural hub for the city and region.
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Appendix 1. Data collection

Semi structured interviews
Minimum 1 hour with each actor during 2007-08,
*actors participated in workshop when implementing results

Secondary data

C=Client                                             CO=Contractor
Investor/Initiator/Developer= COm= Manager construction company*
   Cmc=Municipal commissioner * COp= Project leader in constr. comp. *
Building owner=
   Cme=Municipal employee* DA=Designer
Construction client=    DA= Architect*
   Chp=Head of project*
   Cpl=Project leader* BI= The Swedish Construction
Facility manager=                                        Federation
   Ccm=Cultural manager *  BI= CEO Region North*

E=End-user
   Eci = Citizens (2 representatives participated in workshop)*
   Evi = Visitors (survey 449 respondents, one question analysed,
                         but not statistical)
Municipal  and cultural organisations=
   Ecm = Cultural manager*
   Elm = Library manager
   Echm = Concert Hall manager*
   Eam= Art Hall manager*
   Etm = Tourist manager*
Commercial organisations
   Ebm= Business manager
Public opinion
   Epo= Orchestra member*

Project reports
Feasibility study A
2002-08-15
Feasibility study B
May 2003
Planning document
2003-12-22

Project directive
2003-10-20

Written brief
(Strategic brief)
Programme
2003-12-22

Appendix 2. The construction project – the House of Culture (chronology)

2003-09-29 The municipal council decided to build a House of Culture
2003-09-30 Planning - Development of the project directive
2003-10-20 Start of construction project
2003-12-22 Programme of ‘The House of Culture’, i.e. the strategic brief,

is distributed consisting an invitation to the architectural competition.
2004-02-28 The contributions from the architectural competition are

received from the selected 9 competitors.
The jury process starts based on the developed qualifying criteria’s.

2004-03-28 The jury proposal is handled over to the municipal council.
2004-03-29 The municipal council decide according to the jury proposal
2004-03-29 Design – Development of the technical and operational documents,

Specifications
The general planners, the architects which have design the winning proposal; put
together their ‘dream-team’.

2004-12-21 Decision of increased building to include the local music ensemble
2005-02-03 Specification phase 1 and 2 (ground and frame)
2005-03-10 The final brief is settled
2005-04-04 Start of Construction

Phase 1 and 2
2005-07-30 Specification phase 3 (building)
2005-08/09 Start of Construction phase 3, during this phase the users requirements regarding

functional solutions are modified in accordance with the users
2006-01 Specification phase 4 (interior)
2006-07 Start of Construction phase 4, during this phase the users requirements regarding

interior equipment are modified in accordance with the users
2007-01-13 Opening of the House of Culture


